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Abstract. In this paper we establish a lower bound for the simultaneous complexity of the halting 
problem for a class of ‘simple programs’, which allow setting variables to constants and if-got0 
statements. Let HALT( h, k) be the problem: given a simple program Pk with k variables, determine 
whether Pk halts within nh steps, where n is the length of Pk. We show that the problem HALT( h, k) 
cannot be solved in time less than n(h-4)/2 and space less than $( k - 17) log, n by any Turing 
machine with one storage tape and binary starage symbols. 
1. Introduction 
Jones and Muchnick [3] show that prob!ems concerned with simple programs 
are hard. A simple program is a program consisting of statements 
where x is a variable, c is a constant, and I is a label. They show that the halting 
problem of simple programs is PSPACE compleie. e show that it requires both 
n(h-4)‘2 time and i(k - 17) log2 n space simultaneously to determine whether a given 
program with k variables halts within nh st 
review some basic concepts on our co 
madihe we mean a det chine -with a finite control, a 
a single storage tape, ‘which 
has a leftmost cell but is infinite to the right. A machine halts whenever it enters 
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an accepting state. We assume that the set of storage-tape symbols is (0, l}, unless 
stated otherwise. At the beginning of the computation every cell of the storage tape 
contains a zero and each head of the tapes is on the leftmost ceil. Without loss of 
generality, we assL Ime that both heads of the tapes never try to visit any ceil outside 
of the defined space. 
Throughout the paper C will denote the alphabet (0, l}, ]w] the length of a string 
w or the cardinality of a set w, [a 1 the least integer greater than or equal to a, and 
all logarithms are with respect to the base 2. 
A Turing machine M computes in T(n) time and S(n) space simultaneously if, 
whenever it starts with any input of length n on its input tape, it halts within T(n) 
moves scanning at most S(n) cells on its storage tape. For L c Z*, L is sohable 
within T(n) time and S(n) space if L is accepted by a Turing machine which 
computes in T(n) time and S(n) space simultaneously with respect to the set of 
Turing machines with only (0,l) tape symbols. The class DTIsP2( T(n), S(n)) is 
defined to be the set of languages olvable within T(n) time and S(n) space, where 
the subscript 2 stands for the cardinality of C = (0, 1). 
A problem LC C* requires nh time and k log n space simultaneously if L cannot 
be solved in nth-‘) time and (k - E)log n space simultaneously for any e > 0. We 
say that the function f: C* + C* is dtisp( T(n), S(n)) computable if there exists a 
Turing machine M additionally equipped with a one-way write-only output tape 
such that, for any input w E E*, M halts with f( w) on its output tape, within T( 1 WI) 
steps having scanned no more than S(l WI) storage tape cells. 
Let T and S be monotone increasing functions on the nonnegative integers. For 
problems LI, L+ Z* , we say that L, is ( T, S)-reducible to L2 if there is a dtisp( T(n), 
S( n )) computable function f from C* to C* such that w E L, if and only iff( w) E L2. 
The next lemma holds immediately. 
1. Suppose that Lc C* is accepted by a T(n) time and S(n) space simul- 
taneously bounded Turirlg VP-~~ t rCc.ic~t M xith the tape symbols (0, 1, #)* 77~1 there is 
a Turing machine M’ with tape symbols (0,1) which solves L within time 2 T(n) and 
space 2S(n). 
From the proof given by Jones [2, Theorem 41 and the lemma above, we have 
the following lemma. 
rp98 2. Let L,, L2 c C*. If L, is ( T, S) -reducible to L2 and (f L2 is solvable within 
T2( n) time and S*(n) space, then L, can be solved within time 0( T(n) l Tz( T( pl))) 
and space 
2{S(n)+S~(T(n))+2[log T(n)]+O(l)). 
(sketch). As for time, T2( T(n)) time is necessary for the time bound on L2 
ana tne fact that transformed string f( w j is or” length at most T( I WI), where f is 8 
reduction function. The term G( T( y1 j j j comes from producing 
bols in obtaini g current scann Is off(w) for each step of 
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Concerning space, the term S(n) comes from the computation of jI S,( T( n)) 
comes from the space bound on L2. The 2 [log T( n)l term comes from storing the 
current position of the head of the Turing machine for L2 on input f(w) and the 
position for producing a symbol ofJ”( w). The coefficient 2 comes from Lemma 1. 0 
Let V be a fixed finite set of variables, and A be a finite set of constants. A simple 
program Pk with at most k variables is a finite sequence of labeled instructions 1: I,; 
2: I&..; h: I,, such that 
(1) each Ii is a statement of the form: 
x + c, 
if x = c got0 1, 
halt, 
where x is a variable, c is a constant, and 1 s I < h; 
(2) I,, = halt; 
(3) the number of elements in V is k. 
The length of a program is denoted by len(P,J, and is determined by counting 
eachsymbolin Vu{+, =, if, goto, halt}, and the length of the binary representation 
for statement labels and constants. 
Jones and Muchnick [3] showed that the halting problem of a given simple 
program is PSPACE complete if the number of the variables is not fixed. We will 
consider the following problem: given a simple program Pk with at most k variables 
and an integer h, determine whether Pk halts within n” steps. This problem is 
denoted by HALT(h, k). We show that the problem requires n(h-4)‘2 time and 
i(k - 17) log n space to be solved by any Turing machine with a binary alphabet. 
Lemma 3, Let LE DTISP*( nh, k log n). Then L is (( n2+E, (4+ E) log n)-reducible to 
HALT(h+2, k+l)for any e>O. 
Proof. Since L E DTISP~Q n h, k log n), there is a Turing machine M, both nh time and 
k log ri space bounded, which accepts L. Let Q be the set of states of M. We 
construct a simple program Pk+, with k + 1 variables from and its input w such 
that 
(1) M accepts w withi% nh time and k log n space if and only if Pk+l halts within 
at most n h+2 steps, and 
(2) the construction for Pk+, dtisp(n*+‘, (4+ E) log n) computable. 
We divide the storage tape of into k blocks, each of which is of length [‘log n I= 
Throughout the proof,, let m = [log n 1. 
={q#rlqEQ,0Sr<n},A2= u < m or u = ‘out’), an 
2 is the set of constants for ={y}u{x,, x1,. . . , x,-d be t 
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k + 1 variables for pk+,= The variable y ranges over Al, and Xi, 0~ i < k, ranges over 
AZ. The program P k+, simulates the moves of M as follows. Suppose that the current 
is 4, the head position of the input tape is on the Pth symbol, the contents 
lock of the storage tape is Vi, 0 G i c k, and the head of the storage tape 
is scanning th, i”ir-- _ a 11 th symbol of thejth block. At this time, y = q # r, and Xi = ‘out’ ~8 vi, 
i#j, O<i<k, and Xj=Uj#Vj. 
11 obtain information from y = q # r and Xj = Uj # Vj what the next move 
be by classifying each value for y and Xj. This can be done by executing 
o statements. In the move, let M enter state q’, move its input 
ad to directions d, and dw respectively (dl , dw E (- 1, 0, l}), and 
to vj. (Note that v; changes vj in at most one symbol.) 
+ f simulates the next move, and if q’ is an accepting state, then Pk+l halts. 
Ocherwise the variables y=q’#(r+dl), xj=(Uj+d,)#~j, and Xi 
(1Sidc) nged if the storage tape head remains in the jth block. If 
the storage tape head moves to the position w (w E (0, IYI - 1)) of the adjacent block 
I (k{j+l, j-l}), then y=q”#(r+d,), Xj=‘out‘#v~, and x!=-M#v,. If the next 
move is not defined, then P k+l loops and does not halt. The construction of &+i 
in detail is left to the reader. 
Pk+l executes 0( I ) statements for setting initial values for y, Xi for 0 s i < k For 
each move of M, P k+l executes at most n log n statements (O(n) statements) for 
classification of Xi (y respectively), 0( 1) steps for assignments of new values, and 
n) statements for the head move to the adjacent block. Thus, for nh moves for 
Pk+* runs O(nh+’ log n) steps, and if M accepts w, Pk+, halts within nh+* steps. 
Since _M halts within nh moves, M halts without accepting if M does not accept 
w. At that time, Pk+l returns to thG 6 same address lrnd does not halt. Therefore, M 
accepts w within nh time and k log n space if and only if Pk+, haits in at most n h+2 
steps. 
Now we consider the time for the construction of Pk + Statements for M’s next 
move are generated for each state, block, for head positions of the input and storage 
tapes, and contents of a block. The number of 
(1) states is O(l), 
(2) blocks of the work tape is O(l), 
(3) head positions of the input tape sn, 
(4) those of the storage tape in a block s [log n 1, and 
(5) contents of a block G n. 
As each statement is bounded by 0( [log n I), their length is in total at most 
O(n* log” n), and can be generated within 0(n2 log’ n) time. The other part of the 
program is generated within time 0( n* log* n). The space for the construction is at 
most 2(2+ E) log n for any E > 0 since 
2{2 [log n 1+ [log iog TS I+ O( I)} 
he above items (l)-(5) in binary alphabets. Thus, the space 
ount is at most E)logn forany 04. 0 
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Theorem. XALT(h, k) requires n (h-4)‘*. time and i( k - 17) log n space simultaneously 
forh>4andk>17. 
Assume, on the contrary, that there are q > 0 and E* > 0 such that 
HALT( h, k) E DTIsP2( n(h-4)‘2-E1, (i( k - 17) - g2) log n). 
By Lemma 3, any language LE Dwrp2(nh-*, (k - 1) log n) is (n*+&, { a6 C E) log n)- 
reducible to HALT( h, k) for any E > 0. Then, by Lemma 2, 
L E DTISPz( tZh-2+c1E-2E1, (k - .’ ,‘- C2E -‘t&2) log n), 
. 
where c1 > 0 and c2 > 0 are constants. Sin e e 1s arbitrary, there are e3 > 0 and g4 > Q 
such that 
L E DrrsP2( nh-2-E3, (k - 1 - Ed) log n). 
By [6], DTISP2( ?Z ‘-‘, (s-e)logn)~DTw,(n, slogn) for any t, s and s>O,and L 
is an arbitrary language, thus we have a contradiction. Cl 
Let HALT(k) denote the problem whether a given program halts, i.e., HALT(k) = 
Uh HALT( h, k). Then we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary. HALT(k) cannot be solved in space less than b( k - 17) log n. 
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